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Summary

• Key Argument: Real Estate is like a Dutch Disease

• Unproductive source of rents drawing resources from more

productive activities in China

• Previous work focuses on positive aspects of real estate:

• Alleviates collateral constraints (i.e., Schmalz, Sraer, and

Thesmar [2015])

• Provides smoothing benefit in event of idiosyncratic shocks

• Dark Side of Real Estate:

• More productive manufacturing firms switch to real estate

• Innovation spending, productivity drops after sectoral switch
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Background

• Real estate is very expensive in many emerging markets!

• Policymaker concern that this reflects store of value for

corrupt activities (“black money”); or potentially reflection of

lack of financial development

• Further concern that this leads to too much speculation, focus

on real estate activities at the expense of tradeable activity

• Real estate activity, and related international capital flows

linked to financial crises (Asian Financial Crisis, Subprime)

• Focus of macro prudential regulation and regularization efforts
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Reduced Form Evidence

Productivity (-) predictor of entry into real estate; but credit score

and assets (+)
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Empirical Challenge

Productivityit = β · Real Estate Entryit + controlsit + εit

(-) β: manufacturing productivity suffers upon real estate entry

Biases:

• Real estate entry could be driven by poor investment

opportunities, which worsens productivity for other reasons

• Entry could require clearing financing constraints, which may

also facilitate higher productivity

Ideal instrument: shock to real estate participation decision

unrelated to manufacturing productivity
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Triple-Diff IV

Entryit = θ Political Linki · Pt (1)

+ κ Inelasticityc · Pt (2)

+ µ Political Linki · Inelasticityc · Pt (3)

(1): Executive of firm in 1997 shared birth county with head of

local land bureau

• Underpowered to examine turnover in land bureau heads

(2): Land supply inelasticity of own city

(3): entry (+) when national prices (+), connections (+), and

local constraints result in higher local speculative returns
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Geographically induced Variation in Buildable Area

Shanghai on left, Chengdu on right
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Saiz Instrument seems to work in China

China on left, USA on right (Davidoff 2016)

More elastic supply → lower house price sensitivities in USA, China

But → less housing growth in the US, and more in China
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IV Evidence on Real Estate Entry

Entry into real estate worsens R&D, Productivity, Investment
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Comment 1: Why Real Estate Development?

• Why do manufacturing companies, profitable or otherwise,
find real estate speculation an attractive prospect?

• Not unique to China: France and US also featured substantial

entry into construction

• More educated, longer-tenure managers prefer switching

• Prospects of high returns (house prices rising 10% annually)?

• Rent seeking: higher barriers to entry, facilitated by political

connections and financing requirements?

• Good store of value, possibly for other deals elsewhere?

• Facilitate secured lending?

• Dynastic concerns: more likely to pass down to children?

• Behavioral

• Is the tangibility of real estate overvalued by entrepreneurs?

• Are price expectations extrapolative or otherwise unreasonable?
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Comment 2: Mechanisms?

• Why are firms less productive when changing focus?

• Seems intuitive that real estate activities “distract” limited

attention of managers

• Would be helpful to understand better the mechanisms driving

lower productivity

• What managerial decisions to they do differently, and is that

informative about variation in manufacturing productivity

more broadly? (Bloom et al. 2013)
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Comment 3: Misallocation?

• Advantage of manufacturing: unconditional convergence

(Rodrik 2012); so clear basis for rising long-term prosperity

• Mangerial revealed preference suggests they prefer switching

• Hard to measure return on capital when switching industries

• Also hard to rule out that productive managers of

manufacturing might also be effective real estate developers

• And China’s future economic growth path will involve more

services, and a massive rural → urban migration will entail

massive infrastructure and real estate construction

• Firm entry into real estate is in “the right direction” — places

with higher price rises most in need of construction
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Conclusion

• Great paper with interesting linkage between identification

and structural estimation

• Real estate is a dominant asset class in emerging countries,
very important for macro policies and capital flows

• Paper address important gap in literature intersection of:

developing country misallocations and real estate

• Both Saiz-like and political connections very interesting

instruments

• Would be great to learn more about:

• Determinants of firm sectoral choice

• Mechanisms behind firm productivity changes

• The role of real estate in economy-wide productivity
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Thanks

Thank You!
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China’s Infrastructure Needs
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Ghost City?
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Ghost City?
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